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ABSTRACT
Automatic layout optimisation allows users to arrange augmented
reality content in the real-world environment without the need for
tedious manual interactions. This optimisation is often based on
modelling the intended content placement as constraints, defined
as cost functions. Then, applying a cost minimization algorithm
leads to a desirable placement. However, such an approach is lim-
ited by the lack of user control over the optimisation results. In
this paper we explore the concept of user-driven constraints for
augmented reality layout optimisation. With our approach users
can define and set up their own constraints directly within the
real-world environment. We first present a design space composed
of three dimensions: the constraints, the regions of interest and the
constraint parameters. Then we explore which input gestures can
be employed to define the user-driven constraints of our design
space through a user elicitation study. Using the results of the study,
we propose a holistic system design and implementation demon-
strating our user-driven constraints, which we evaluate in a final
user study where participants had to create several constraints at
the same time to arrange a set of virtual contents.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and
tools.

KEYWORDS
Augmented Reality; Spatial interaction; Hand gestures; Constraints;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Augmented reality technologies using see-through head-mounted
displays (HMDs) can augment the environment by displaying per-
vasive content anywhere and anytime. These technologies have
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reached an advanced level of maturity in terms of environment
tracking, quality of display, and gesture recognition. Recent re-
search has demonstrated that displaying virtual 2D or 3D data
around the user and within the real world provides increased spa-
tial understanding thanks to depth cues, decreases the information
clutter thanks to the increased display size, and supports more nat-
ural interaction techniques such as gestural input and body-based
navigation [7]. However, the bottleneck to fully exploit such po-
tential lies in the user interface limitations: in particular, manually
arranging this content in the surrounding real world is a very com-
plex and tedious task, yet critical for an efficient access to the data
[23].

Previous works have tried to overcome this issue by automati-
cally optimising the content placement in augmented reality envi-
ronments, removing the need for any user input. The optimisation
can be based on different constraints such as semantic association
[5], user perspective [11], geometry of the environment [9] or con-
tent persistence over time [12]. However, these approaches lack
any form of user control over the resulting placement optimisa-
tion, even though adding interaction into optimisation systems has
been shown to be beneficial and appreciated by users in other con-
texts [21]. To sum up, there is a need for intermediate approaches
in augmented reality combining user input and automatic layout
adaptation.

In this paper we address this question of how to bring inter-
activity into layout optimisation systems for augmented reality
environments, by allowing users to guide layout management be-
haviour while avoiding the need for manual content arrangement.
We move away from the inherited UI interfaces that tend to pop-
ulate augmented reality platforms (e.g. contextual menus or UI
widgets), as they break the interaction flow and distract the user’s
attention from the surrounding real world [17]. Instead, our goal
is to propose a holistic, fluid [6] and intuitive [16] interaction ap-
proach allowing any user to easily guide the layout optimisation
in the real world. Our approach should also be accessible to users
with limited expertise in constraint optimisation. This leads us to
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address the challenging problem of providing a set of rich spatial
gestures that define, all at once, the constraint, its parameters, and
its applied spatial region. Our work focuses on laying out 2D wid-
gets as a first step to tackle this challenge, leaving aside other types
of virtual content such as 3D widgets or very large 2D windows.

To answer this question, we first review previous optimisation
constraints for augmented reality environments, selecting those
that can benefit from user control. Then we propose a design space
for interactive augmented reality layout optimisation, based on an
object-action approach [41] to favor fluid and intuitive augmented
reality interaction [6, 16]. Our design space considers the follow-
ing factors: the user-driven constraint, the constraint application
region, and the constraint parameters. To explore this design space,
we conducted a gesture elicitation study with 12 participants who
proposed gestures for a set of combinations of constraints, parame-
ters and regions while wearing a HMD. Finally, using the results
from the study, we designed a system involving a complementary
set of gestures to define the various constraints. We developed
our design in a proof-of-concept prototype that demonstrates the
application of our design space in a potential real-world scenario.
Finally, we conducted a user study with 12 participants to validate
our approach and gestures, where participants had to create several
constraints at the same time to arrange a set of virtual contents.

In summary, we highlight our contributions as follows: 1) A de-
sign space of interactive layout optimisation for augmented reality
environments; 2) A user elicitation study exploring which gestures
would users perform to conduct such interactive optimisation; 3)
The design and implementation of an interactive prototype demon-
strating our approach; 4) The validation of our approach through a
controlled summative study.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our contribution relates to previous work on augmented reality
layouts and on how to manipulate its content. We also review the
existing automatic layout optimisation approaches.

2.1 Augmented reality layouts
In this research we study the display of information spaces in
augmented reality. In particular, we address the problem of how
to layout multiple 2D widgets, which may be tedious if there are a
large number to be moved over a large distance.

Ens et al. [8] introduced a design space for 2D information spaces
in augmented reality environments, around a fundamental layout di-
mension: the reference frame. The reference frame includes the per-
spective and the movability of the content. In terms of perspective,
the content can be arranged in either egocentric (i.e. body-based
coordinates) or exocentric (i.e. world-based coordinates) perspec-
tives. In terms of movability, the content can either move with the
user or be fixed in space. Most often, the egocentric perspective
is combined with movable content, as in the Personal Cockpit or
in the Multfi systems [10, 15]. Such body-centric UIs follow the
user as they move, thus the organization of the contained widgets
is independent from the external environment. Conversely, exo-
centric UIs often use contain world-fixed content, as when placing
documents for collaborative sensemaking [25], or when arranging
small multiples visualisations [22]. This later case, i.e. exocentric

perspective with fixed content, has been shown to be relevant for
information visualisation, however raises the question of setting
the content position by the user. We thus focus on the positioning
of virtual 2D widgets in the user’s spatial surroundings, i.e. the
physical surfaces around her.

2.2 Spatial manipulation
The spatial manipulation of information spaces in augmented real-
ity environments can be classified according to three dimensions
[8]: the proximity to the user, the input mode and the tangibility.
Proximity describes the distance between the information space
and the user: the content can be on the body surface [24, 48], near
the user [19, 50], or far away [22, 37]. The input mode can be direct
(e.g. direct touch) or indirect (e.g. cursors or ray-casting). Most of
the time, direct input [24, 50] is used for near and on-body content,
whereas indirect input [25, 37] is used for far content. The third
dimension, tangibility, describes whether the information space
is mapped to a surface that can be touched. The content can then
be either tangible, as when leveraging surfaces such as walls, or
intangible, as when displaying the content in mid-air.

However, performing direct or indirect manipulations of con-
tent in an augmented reality environment is known to be quite
tedious, particularly when the user has to displace multiple infor-
mation spaces, for instance when transitioning between different
real-world environments. Lu and Xu [23] recently conducted a
study to understand the limitations of current manual UI transi-
tions approaches in augmented reality: the results show that one
of the most common pain-points is the manual placement of UI
content within the real world, which requires a high level of effort.

2.3 Augmented reality layout optimisation
To address the pain-point of manually placing content in augmented
reality environments, many efforts have been made towards defin-
ing automatic layout optimisation approaches. The goal of these op-
timization approaches is to automatically place the virtual content
in desirable locations of the environment to preserve predefined
rules (the constraints). This optimization should lead to a good
quality layout, i.e. a layout that ensures a good user agency, which
can be defined as the extent to which the user feels in control of the
final layout [23, 43]. In this section we review the constraints that
have been proposed to optimise content placement in augmented
reality environments.

Environment geometry: Gal et al. [14] extracted horizontal
and vertical surfaces to dynamically arrange virtual objects. Nuern-
berger et al. [30] extracted the edges of the environment to snap
virtual windows to them.

Spatial consistency: maintaining the spatial layout consistency
can improve the content memorization across multiple environ-
ments [23]. For instance, Ens et al. [9] explored the transition from
egocentric to exocentric reference frames while preserving spatial
consistency.

Cognitive load: depending on the expected cognitive load of
the ongoing task, Lindlbauer et al. [20] increased or decreased the
number of UI elements and their level of details.

User perspective: Fender et al. [11, 12] optimised content place-
ment according to the users’ Field of View and orientation. Lages
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and Bowman [18] explored how to adapt the content to the ongoing
location and task while walking.

Utility and usage frequency: Lindlbauer et al. [20] optimised
the virtual content according to its utility and usage frequency, to
adapt how much information to show and where to place it.

Semantics: Cheng et al. [5] proposed an optimisation based on
the semantic meaning of the environment. Qian et al. [34] presented
an authoring tool for designers to create semantic associations
between virtual objects and the real environment, e.g. to place a
pdf document next to a notebook.

However, these approaches are limited in two aspects. First, most
of these approaches lack any form of user control over the resulting
placement optimisation, while adding interaction into optimisation
systems (i.e. human-in-the-loop) has been shown to be beneficial
and appreciated by users in other contexts [21]. This refinement
enables users to refine the model to produce desired or acceptable
organizations, and can be based on intimate, personal or subjective
preferences which cannot be inferred computationally. Second, for
the most part, these constraints have been designed and tested in
isolation from each other, leaving aside the question of how to allow
the user to define several constraints in a fluid and natural way. We
thus lack a holistic approach that considers and unifies both the
various constraints and the input interaction, to bring interactivity
into augmented reality layout optimisation systems.

2.4 Using hand gesture to author AR/VR
applications

We now need to consider an appropriate input method allowing
the user to author the optimization constraints. Hand gestures are
interesting candidates as they remove the need for any input de-
vice, they offer multiple degrees of freedom and they can provide
semantic meaning through different gestures. Following the use of
gestures for surface computing [28, 47], hand gestures have already
been successfully used for authoring AR and VR applications [33].
For instance, Arora et al. [2] explored the use of mid-air gestures
to author animations in virtual reality. They derive a set of design
guidelines for gestural animation using mid-air gestures, such as
direct manipulation, which enables complex motions in space and
the adoption of a coarse-to-fine workflow. Wang et al. [46] propose
an authoring tool, GesturAR, supporting users for creating in-situ
freehand AR applications. Their tool is based on embodied demon-
stration and visual programming to create both static and dynamic
gestures. Authors demonstrate the usefulness and usability of these
gestures for different scenarios, as, for instance, the creation of
interactive objects. Yan et al. [49] demonstrate that object-gesture
mappings in virtual reality are highly intuitive, favoring gesture
discoverability and memorization.

Our proposition is thus built on these previous contributions
and it explores the use of hand gestures for authoring user-defined
constraints in augmented reality environments.

3 USAGE SCENARIO
Before describing the design space, we first illustrate usage scenar-
ios of the proposed user-driven constraints system. We envisage a
use case scenario of a daily life at work of a researcher, John. John’s
workspace consists of a combination of physical and virtual objects.

Physical objects include a desk, laptop, mouse, as well as decorative
elements and surrounding walls. Virtual objects exist in augmented
reality and consist of virtual notes, virtual documents, as well as
virtual tools and widgets.

After a busy week, John’s workspace has become severely un-
organised with virtual content scattered on his desk and walls.
Tidying up these virtual objects manually would be tedious. He
would like the ability to easily arrange the virtual objects but within
a certain level of constraints and flexibility. John decides to use the
user-driven constraints layout optimisation tool.

First, he wants the notes scattered on the wall to be aligned near
the corner. However, he does not want these notes to cover his best
paper award certificate. To achieve this layout, he first created an
exclusion surface covering the certificate, followed by an attractive
edge along the corner of the wall. The edge causes the notes to
move toward the corner while the exclusion surface prevents notes
from covering the certificate.

Next, he would prefer to see his non-work-related to-do list
on the surface in front of him, but only after closing the laptop
lid to prevent being disturbed by work unrelated activities during
working hours. To achieve this occlusion-aware layout, he created
an in-view surface right behind the laptop. When John next opens
his laptop lid, hiding this surface region from view, any notes placed
there will be automatically moved elsewhere.

Now, there is only one more thing to do. John likes listening to
music and wanted to have easy access to a music player. He then
created another attractive edge on the edge of the desk. This time,
he defined a semantic attractive edge that only attracts a specific
type of content, which he assigns to the music player. Figure 1
illustrates the final state of John’s workspace.

attractive
edge

in-view

������������

semantic
edge

exclusion

exclusion

Figure 1: An illustration of a simple usage scenario involving
attractive edge, exclusion surface, in-view surface, and se-
mantic attractive edge. The mini figure on the bottom right
illustrates the behaviour of the in-view surface when the lap-
top occludes the virtual content. Virtual content is illustrated
in blue throughout the paper.

There are cases when it may be useful for John to define a pref-
erence for multiple containment surfaces. A containment surface is
a user-defined 2D region that attracts virtual content. For example,
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John knows he will need quick access to an email list and notes. For
this, he creates a high priority containment surface near his mouse
pad. John also wants to have an additional surface on which he
can situate virtual research papers downloaded from the internet.
For this, he creates a low priority containment surface on the left
side of the table. The two containment surfaces now have different
priorities assigned (Figure 2-a). After several new virtual objects
are instantiated, i.e. new research papers John downloaded, the
first few papers are attracted by the high priority surface on the
right. Only the last virtual paper downloaded is attracted by the
low priority surface on the left, after the high priority surface has
reached its full capacity (Figure 2-b-c).

closer, 
but full!

a b c

X

Low
priority

High
priority

Figure 2: The expect behaviour of preference surfaces accord-
ing to different surface priority.

We also envisage how our user-driven constraint approach helps
in collaborative scenarios, in particular, preparing a shared work
space before collaborative activities take place. John has scheduled
a quick meeting with his colleague, Sarah. He knows from experi-
ence that he will be sitting in his chair, while Sarah will be standing
next to him. In this case, John and Sarah will have different user
perspectives of their environment, and defining surfaces on which
they can place virtual content beforehand can help avoid confusion
caused by occlusions. Before the meeting, John creates a camera
frustum for his own expected perspective and a second one for
Sarah’s expected perspective (Figure 3-a-b). The intersection be-
tween the two surfaces created by these frustums then becomes the
shared containment surface used later (Figure 3-c). Items will only
be placed in areas visible to both John and Sarah and avoid areas
hidden from anyone’s view, for instance the space behind John’s
desktop monitor.

a b c

Figure 3: Multiple user perspectives can be authored before
collaborative activities to define common containment visi-
ble to every user.

4 DESIGN SPACE
In this section we describe how we derive the previously presented
constraints into a design framework for user-driven interaction.

Our design space considers three dimensions: the user-driven con-
straints, the regions of interest, and the constraint parameters. This
design space was defined through an iterative design thinking pro-
cess conducted by three senior and one junior researchers in immer-
sive visualisation, human-computer interaction and mixed reality.
We sketched each constraint and used the sketches to drive our
discussions. Those sketches were later refined through low-fidelity
prototypes in Unity and HoloLens.

4.1 Design objectives
We drive our approach using a set of design objectives based on
recommendations from previous works:

• Human in the loop : the driving motivation for our approach
is to allow users to refine the virtual content placement opti-
misation and go beyond the "black box" approach that does
not support user interaction. The user can bring new knowl-
edge into the placement approach (e.g. based on personal
preferences or unforeseen situations), which brings trust and
confidence in the final solution [21].

• Holistic design: our goal is to unify the interaction experience
by considering all the interactions of the system and the
constraints at once [38]. This leads to more fluid interactions
[6] andminimizes the presence of delimiter gestures between
the different interactive commands.

• Natural hand gestures: our goal is to adopt a device-less ap-
proach based on hand gestures, which are always available.
As underlined in section 2.4, hand gestures are highly intu-
itive and can favor gesture discoverability and memorization
[49].

• Direct manipulation: our approach requires to delimit spa-
tial surfaces or edges in 3D. It should thus support direct
manipulation, which has been shown to allow performance
of complex motions in AR in the context of authoring ani-
mations [2].

• Avoid GUIs: As a result of previous objectives, our design
should avoid the use of traditional GUIs, which tend to break
the interaction flow and have been shown to perform worse
than gestures to active commands in augmented reality [36].

4.2 User-driven constraints
We revisited the constraints presented in the related work section
from a user perspective, leading to a set of user-driven constraints,
i.e. constraints that can be defined or parameterized by the user.
One important consideration when deciding which constraints
should be user-driven, was to avoid user burden by having the user
define constraints that could be easily and efficiently performed
automatically. For instance, asking the user to manually tag or
classify the environment geometry would be tedious. However
letting the user define a specific preferred surface or edge on the
environment as a container for virtual content can allow him to
personalize the environment.

Our set of constraints focuses on those being related to the real
world environment, leaving aside the constraints dealing with the
inner arrangement of the content (e.g. window alignment or layout
grids). We defined 8 different user-driven constraints, illustrated in
Figure 4 - Left. We also described the effect of optimisation for each
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constraint. Our constraints are defined as cost functions and are
optimised by minimizing the cost. The cost function can consider
different dynamic parameters, such as a region’s weight or the
distance between the content and the region.

4.2.1 Attractive Edge. This constraint allows the user to define an
edge near which the content should be displayed. The effect of this
constraint on content follows a spring metaphor: if the content
moves away from the region of interest, it will be pulled back. From
a systems perspective, when the distance between the content and
the region of interest increases, the associated cost increases.

4.2.2 Repulsive Edge. This constraint defines the opposite behaviour
to the attractive edge. If the content is moved towards the region of
interest, the metaphorical spring will push it back. From a systems
perspective, when the distance between the content and the region
of interest decreases, the associated cost increases.

4.2.3 Containment. This constraint allows the user to define a
region that will contain the virtual content. For instance, the user
may want to define the surface of a wall or part of a wall as a
container. From a systems perspective, when the content position
is outside the containment region, the associated cost increases.

4.2.4 Exclusion. This constraint defines the opposite behaviour
to containment, i.e. the user defines a region where the content
should not be displayed. For instance, the user may want a physi-
cal whiteboard not to be occluded by the virtual content. From a
systems perspective, when content enters the exclusion region, the
associated cost increases.

4.2.5 In-view. This constraint allows the definition of dynamic
optimisation over certain regions, which are enabled only when
they are in the field of view of the user. For instance, the user may
want to assign an in-view constraint to a large surface so that the
content of smaller nearby surfaces is arranged on the large surface
when the user is in front of it. From a systems perspective, when
the user looks at in-view regions, the associated cost decreases.

4.2.6 Preference. The preference constraint allows the user to de-
fine the priority order in which containers will be used: when one
region is filled with content, the next preferred region will be used
to place the content. From a systems perspective, the cost correlates
to the priority of the preference regions (e.g. high priority regions
will have a low cost).

4.2.7 User Perspective. This constraint allows planning for com-
monly used viewpoints, or for collaborative activities by anticipat-
ing the intended user perspectives from the participants. The user
can define one or more static perspectives beforehand, each from a
specific position and facing direction. The surface regions in the
environment that are visible from all views will automatically be
selected as containers. From a system perspective, the surface areas
where the frustums from these pre-defined views overlap are used
to define a set of containment regions.

4.2.8 Semantics. This constraint allows the user to associate se-
mantics to regions of interest.While some semantic information can
be extracted automatically by using computer vision approaches [5],
having a user-driven constraint allows the user to define personal

semantics. Automatic semantic association has already been demon-
strated in previous works and we thus focus on user-defined se-
mantics only. For instance, the user may want to associate a virtual
calendar to a position on a wall where they previously hung a phys-
ical calendar. From a systems perspectives, when a region has the
same label as the content label, the associated cost decreases.

4.3 Regions of interest
We consider four major regions of interest: either a point, a 1D
line, a 2D surface or a 3D volume. Each of these regions represents
common parts of the spatial environment to which the virtual
content may be associated: a position in mid-air (point), the edge
along a piece of furniture (1D Line), the surface of a wall or table
(2D surface), or a 3D area around a physical object (3D volume).

4.4 Constraint parameters
Some of the constraints we discussed previously depend on partic-
ular parameters. For instance, the edge constraint can be param-
eterized by defining a positive or negative weight to increase the
attraction or repulsion of its spring. The edge constraint can also in-
clude a minimum distance parameter, which defines the minimum
distance from the edge at which content may be placed, leaving a
buffer region in between. The list of possible parameters are detailed
in Figure 4 - Right.

Our final design space results from the most frequent or relevant
combinations of user-driven constraints, regions of interest and
constraint parameters, and is illustrated in Figure 4 - Right.

5 GESTURE ELICITATION STUDY
We conducted an elicitation study to explore the design space of the
gestures that could be used to define our user-driven constraints,
and inform our following system development. In elicitation studies
[3, 13, 44, 45], participants are presented with a referent, which
is imagined to be the effect of the action caused by a gestural
sign, which the user is asked to generate. The aim is to identify
gestures that are intuitive and easily discoverable by users. We
asked participants to suggest hand gestures (the signs) for fourteen
different referents (constraints).

5.1 Overview and rationale
As discussed in the introduction, we wanted to move away from
the inherited UI interfaces that populate current augmented reality
platforms that rely on ‘legacy’ GUI components such as contextual
menus and UI widgets, as these break the interaction flow and
distract the user’s attention from the surrounding world. Instead,
our goal was to explore the use of spatial gestures to define the user-
driven constraints. Such gestures can ensure a fluid interaction [6].

Our study focuses only on hand gestures, i.e. participants could
use one or two hands, or a combination of hands and any of their
fingers, as well as pinch and tap gestures. The main reason for this
was that we wanted our approach to be feasible with current state-
of-the art HMDs, which offer effective hand and finger tracking.
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CONSTRAINT REGION PARAMETER
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Figure 4: Left: Our user-driven constraints, illustrated on either an edge or a surface region. The blue window represents the
virtual content whose placement is optimised. Right: Our design space for the user-driven specification of dynamic constraints.

5.2 Referents
In our study, we consider a referent as a combination of a user-
driven constraint, a region of interest, and (optionally) a specific
parameter.

We asked participants to create signs for the eight constraints of
our design space: attractive and repulsive edge, containment, ex-
clusion, in-view, preference, user perspective and semantics. Each
constraint was coupled with between one to three regions and zero
to two parameters (see Figure 4). We chose a total of 14 referents,
including a command to remove the created constraints. While
many more interesting referent are possible, we limited the study
to 14 referents to keep the study length under one hour. We asked
participants to propose up to three gestural signs for each referent
and choose their preferred one. Requiring users to produce mul-
tiple interaction proposals for each referent, a technique known
as Production, can reduce legacy bias in user elicitation studies
[27]. Other techniques to reduce legacy bias such as Priming and
Partners [27] were less well suited to our study: users were already
in a novel environment, hence priming users to think with new
forms of interaction could be confusing, and working in groups
was difficult while wearing the headset. Priming also presents a
risk of unintentionally influencing or constraining the participant
suggestions.

5.3 Participants
Fourteen students (7 females, 7 males) volunteered for our study.
Their average age was 28.07 (SD = 3.02). All participants were
right-handed. Twelve participants were PhD students, one was a
Master Degree student and one is a Postdoctoral researcher. Six
participants had prior knowledge of AR/VR systems.

5.4 Apparatus
The study was conducted on a Hololens2 wirelessly connected to a
laptop using "Holographic Remoting" in Unity. This allowed holo-
graphic content to be streamed to the Hololens in real time from
play mode in Unity, and allowed us to control the study on the
laptop and reduce the computational load on the Hololens. When
participants wore the HMD, their hands were augmented by virtual
hand joints that were detected and displayed by the Hololens to pro-
vide them with feedback. For instance while performing a raycast,
the system highlighted the spherical index finger joint. We wrote
a C# script for Unity to log participants’ gestures on button press
from the keyboard. The Unity application did not recognize user
gestures, it only tracked and recorded the participants’ hands while
preforming a gesture. Once the gesture was finished, the system
saved the recording of the position and orientation of the head and
all hand joints from both hands to a CSV file. The timestamp of
each object was also recorded to allow to synchronise hands and
head during results analysis.

5.5 Design
Our study followed a within-subject design with one factor, the
Referent (14 possibles values). We used a Latin Square to counter-
balance the order of the referents.

5.6 Procedure and setup
The participants were seated at a desk in front of a wall. Such
setup allows for gesture creation in horizontal and vertical surfaces,
as well as in mid-air. For participants with no prior knowledge
on AR/VR systems, we familiarised them with the default gesture
recognition provided by MRTK and let them see how hands are
tracked.
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Once the participants were familiar with their task and comfort-
able wearing the Hololens2, we orally described the example of
each constraint behaviour and its effect on the content, without
hinting at any possible user interactions to avoid biases [35]. We
used the illustrations of Figure 4 to help participants understand
the constraints, as these images do not afford any interaction. We
gave participants time to think and describe the gesture they were
to make. Then, we took notes based on our observations and their
feedback, and recorded their gestures. Participants were given a
$20 gift cards for their participation.

5.7 Methodology
To analyse the results of the elicitation study, we used the CSV data
to replay the gestures in Unity after the study and code them. A first
coder proceeded to create an initial gesture classification that was
refined with another coder. Once all gestures coded, we measured
the agreement rate (𝐴𝑅𝑖 ) for each referent. It was calculated using
Equation 1 proposed by Tsandilas [44]. Having a closer look at
Tsandilas [44] notation, 𝑞 is the total number of unique signs (i.e.
gestures) produced, 𝑛𝑖𝑘 is the number of occurrences of a sign for
referent𝑅𝑖 , and𝑛𝑖 is the total number of signs suggested for referent
𝑅𝑖 . The overall agreement rate AR is the average of all 𝐴𝑅𝑖 .

𝐴𝑅𝑖 =

𝑞∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑛𝑖𝑘 (𝑛𝑖𝑘 − 1)
𝑛𝑖 (𝑛𝑖 − 1) (1)

5.8 Results
We collected for each participant one preferred gesture for each of
the fourteen referents, leading to a total of 196 collected gestural
signs for the study.

5.8.1 Gesture Categorisation. When analysing the results, we dis-
covered that similar gestures had been suggested for different ref-
erents: these gestures differed in details such as the hand used
(dominant or non-dominant), the number of fingers, or the combi-
nation of simple gestures (tap or pinch). To categorize the collected
gestures, we decided to consider two gestures identical if they
only differed on the finger used. For example, some participants
started their gesture with a pinch using the thumb and index fingers,
whereas others did it with the thumb and middle fingers.

5.8.2 Gesture agreement and preferred gestures per referent. The
average agreement rate for all referents was 0.26. We illustrate
the agreement rate for each referent in Figure 5. The figure is
color coded according to the classification of Vatavu and Wobbrock
[45] for agreement rate values: low (yellow, < 0.1), medium (blue,
0.1 - 0.3), high (light green, 0.3 - 0.5) and very high (dark green,
>0.5). None of the agreement rates we observed fell into the ‘low’
category. We hereafter describe the most common gestures for each
constraint.

Attractive Edge: The most common gesture to create an attractive
edge was to do a pinch with the right hand and drag it along where
the edge should be positioned. The second most common gesture
was to do a pinch with both hands and drag inwards. The attractive
edge constraint could be defined with one of two parameters: the
minimum distance and the weight.

Attractive Edge (Strong Weight)

Attractive Edge (Minimum Distance)

Repulsive Edge

Containment

Exclusion (Surface)

Exclusion (Volume)

In-View

Preference (Surface)

Preference (Volume)

User Perspective

Semantics (Edge)

Semantics (Surface)

Semantics (Volume)

Remove

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

medium high very high

agreement rate

Figure 5: Agreement Rates for each referent. Results are color
coded according to the classification of Vatavu andWobbrock
[45] for agreement rate values.

To define a minimum distance between a virtual object and
an attractive edge, the most preferred gesture was to indicate the
distance perpendicular to the edge by adding a drag or pinch gesture.
The second most common gesture was to use the distance between
thumb and index finger after releasing a pinch.

To define an edge with a strong weight the most common gesture
was holding and waiting after creating the edge. The second most
used approach was to add another gesture after edge creation, such
as a pinch or a tap.

Repulsive Edge: To create a repulsive edge, participants tended
to use the opposite gesture from the attractive edge. The most
preferred gesture was to do a two-handed pinch and drag outwards,
and the second one was the same gesture with a single hand.

Containment: The most common gesture to define a container
region was to perform a freeform raycast with the hand around the
region. Others imagined a gesture similar to the menu invocation
on HoloLens, i.e. opening all fingers at the same time.

Exclusion: To create an exclusion region, most participants per-
formed the same gesture as for containment, but extended it with an
additional gesture, such as double tap. The second most preferred
gesture was scribbling in front of the real surface. This result is
interesting, as one could expect that participants would propose
the opposite gesture from containment.

In-view: To create an In-View region, most participants per-
formed a freeform raycast region outline using both hands. The
second most common gesture was representing the user’s view: for
instance, pinching with two hands while moving them down or
towards the user.

Preference: To tag the preferred regions, participants adopted the
same gesture as for Containment, but using the non-dominant hand.
The second most preferred gesture was to create anchor points
defining the outline of the preference region.
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Gesture 1
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Figure 6: Gesture 1 and Gesture 2 are the most frequently proposed gestures for each constraint.

User Perspective: Participants proposed to define the user’s field
of view (FoV) by pinching at the origin of the FoV and dragging
towards the direction of the frustum. The second preferred gesture
was to simulate an eye blinking by extending the index and thumb
fingers, orienting the hand in the direction of the frustum.

Semantics: Participants proposed to double tap or pinch at a
created region to attach the semantics label.

Removing constraints: Finally, when askedwhich gesture to use to
remove the created constraints, participants proposed doing either
a crossing gesture or a cross mark on the constrained region.

5.9 Summary of findings
Regarding the gestures themselves, we were surprised to see that
the collected gesture set was made of variations of simple gestures,
rather thanmore complex, semantic-oriented ormnemonic gestures
(e.g. drawing a letter in mid-air). It is also interesting to note that
the selection of the regions was almost always performed using
raycasting. Many gestures started with the raycasting gesture and
were followed by a specific simple but meaningful gesture to define
the appropriate constraint.

This highlights that most participants adopted an Object-Action
interaction model [41]: in this model, the user selects the object
first (the region of interests in our case) and then selects the action
which will be performed on the model (the user-driven constraint in
our case). As this model became prevalent in Graphical User Inter-
faces (replacing the prior Action-Object model used with command
prompts), it has since been adopted in recent implementations of
augmented reality interfaces, for instance with the appearance of
a mid-air context menu following an object selection. Hence the
results of our study are in line with these recent demonstrations of
the Object-Action approach for augmented reality.

6 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
We designed and implemented a set of gestures and their underly-
ing optimisation for user-driven constraints. To follow our design
objectives, we propose a uniform set of gesture that limits the need
for delimiters and favours interaction fluidity.

6.1 Overview of the user operations
The user-driven optimization mode can be started through a system
menu or shortcut. Then the user can perform the different gestures
without the need for any delimiter, following the operations defined
in Figure 8: all gestures begin from one of the four initial states
(pinching with two hands to create an edge, pinching with one hand
to create a surface, pinching while moving the hand or clicking on

a region). Each constraint creation results from following a unique
path of actions from one of these four states. The user can also
delete a constraint by using a specific gesture.

Regarding the optimization of the content layout, there are two
possible options: either separating the constraints creation from
the content layout optimization, or doing both at the same time.
Our informal tests revealed that the first option was not adequate,
as participants were not sure where the content would go after
creating several constraints. Instead, we adopt the second approach,
i.e. the surrounding content position is dynamically optimized as
the user creates the constraints. The constraint surfaces and edges
are visible during the entire operation. Finally, once the user is
satisfied with the virtual content arrangement, the user-driven-
optimization mode can be stopped again using the same initial
shortcut or system menu.

6.2 Final set of gestures
6.2.1 Edge-based constraints. While in our study participants used
one or two hands to create edges with constraints, in our final
gesture set we decided to use the two hands for both constraints
to be consistent. The Attractive edge is created by pinching and
moving both hands inwards, whereas the Repulsive edge is defined
by moving them outwards, as illustrated in Figure 7top. The length
of the edge onwhich the attraction/repulsion applies is constant and
defined by the distance between the two pinches. Once the edge is
created, the user can add weight and minimum distance parameters
to it, without releasing the edge. To add a weight parameter, the user
can stretch the edge. The thickness of the edge changes according to
the weight to provide visual feedback. To add a minimum distance
parameter, the user can move the right hand tangentially to the
edge.

6.2.2 Surface-based constraints. In our study, for some of the con-
straints (containment, exclusion, in-view, preference and seman-
tics), participants often started by performing a common gesture
to define the surface region, followed by an additional gesture. In
our design, we decided to group these constraints into the same
gesture state machine (see Figure 7).

We illustrate the proposed gestures for the case of a simple
container. First, the user creates the surface region through a ray-
cast. If no other gesture follows the surface creation within a time
threshold, this surface is considered to be a Containment surface. To
define the other constraints, the user can perform different gestures
within the given time threshold after creating the surface. A scrib-
ble gesture inside the surface will define an Exclusion Surface. A
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Figure 7: Complete diagram describing the final set of gestures of our system. All gestures begin from one of the four states
shown at the top, each following a unique path to the constraints at the bottom.

pinch gesture in front of the surface while looking at it will define
an In-View Surface. A drag down gesture will define a Preference
Surface.

To create a Semantic Surface, we decided to use voice input to
define the semantic label. We adopted this voice-based input to
avoid the use of any keyboard virtual widget and follow our initial
design objectives. To activate voice input, the user gathers the
fingers of the right hand together while holding the pinch, as if
holding a microphone.

6.2.3 User perspective. To create the fixed viewing perspective the
user performs a pinch gesture to define the view direction, then
drag it at the planned center of the view frustum.

6.2.4 Region removal. The last gesture is to remove any of the
created constraints. First the user can select a constrained region by
pinching and holding it. Then he can throw it away or drag outside
of the field of view to remove it.

6.3 Implementation
We implemented a prototype integrating our gesture set and the
optimisation approach using MRTK for Hololens 2 and Unity.

6.3.1 Gesture. We implemented the gestures with the MRTK core
services input system, to detect hands and to get data from pointers.
Once the environment is registered by the MRTK spatial awareness
system, we used the integrated raycast pointer to perform interac-
tion. For example, a surface container is created by pinching and
dragging the raycast pointer on the environment mesh. When the
system detects a drag gesture, the system saves the pointer position
into a list. The system provides the user with visual feedback of the
trace of the raycast, viewed through the AR display. When releasing

the pinch, the system iterates over the list of previously created
points and generates a container mesh. Once the container created,
we empirically defined a threshold value of 2 seconds to allow the
user to perform an additional gesture to change the container type.
These following gestures (see Figure 7) were implemented using
the MRTK built-in capabilities.

To create an attractive or repulsive edge, once both pinches are
detected, the system waits for inwards or outwards movement. We
empirically defined a distance threshold of 0.03 m. If the distance
between the initial and final pinch positions exceeds the threshold
in the inwards direction, the edge type is considered attractive.
Conversely if the threshold is exceed in the outwards direction,
the edge type is repulsive. We also empirically introduce another
threshold of 0.04m. If the distance from initial pinch position ex-
ceeds it (always in the outward direction), then the weight of the
edge is changed in proportion to the distance moved. The cylinder
width is enlarged accordingly for visual feedback.

6.3.2 Optimisation. Once the region with a specific parameter is
created, we optimise our virtual content placement using the MRTK
SolverHandler. Every virtual object has a Solver script attached
to it. To attach the virtual content to a given region, we adapted
the MRTK solver SurfaceMagnetism to our needs. By default, the
SurfaceMagnetism allows virtual objects to be attached to surfaces
when looking or pointing at them, as well as to the custom surfaces.
Since we wanted to specify the region where to attach our virtual
objects, we added weights to each type of region and changed them
dynamically depending on the type of constraint applied to the
region. The system then searches for the highest region weight
and uses it to attach virtual objects. Another default behaviour of
SurfaceMagnetismwewanted to change is virtual object attachment
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(a) attractive edge (b) repulsive edge

(c) containment (d) exclusion

(e) user perspective (f) semantic

Figure 8: Illustration of the implementation of some of the user-defined constraints. For each constraint, we illustrate the
gesture (on the left) and the resulting placement optimisation (on the right).

to the center of the custom Transform. In case of multiple virtual
objects, they all will be attached to the center of the container. Thus,
we constrain the virtual object’s movement towards center of the
container once it is inside. In order to keep the virtual content
visible and not overlapping, we used collision detection handled by
Unity Physics Engine.

To optimise virtual content position for an attractive edge, we
first create an edge object and attach virtual content to it. To apply
proper orientation of the virtual content, we use Unity Physics
Engine to create a hinge connecting the content to the edge. Once
this is done, we apply and tweak the MRTK Follow Solver to the
edge. To implement the behaviour of the repulsive edge, we also use
the MRTK Follow Solver and use the Minimum Distance parameter
as a repulsion distance. We apply repulsion only in a direction
parallel to the edge forward vector.

6.3.3 Optimisation when combining constraints. When combining
different constraints, we have to address the question of how to
associate the virtual content already present in the environment
to each constraint. We adopt a distance-based approach, where
each constraint (except semantics) has an area of effect defined by
a distance threshold. The semantic regions attract virtual content
wherever it is located. The other virtual objects within this threshold
are affected by the constrained optimization. This provides the
user with the flexibility of associating virtual content to a given
constraint by simply approaching the window to the constraint
surface/edge, or to redirect content between constraints if desired.

6.3.4 Constraint capacity. Each constraint, either surface or edge,
has a limited capacity: a small containment area (i.e. smaller than a
widget) can contain only one single widget, and the widget spans
out of the area. Other widgets that overpass the capacity of the

containment area are not optimized (i.e. do not move from their
location). If the user defines a preference surface, those widgets
that cannot fit move to the preference surface.

7 SUMMATIVE STUDY
The goal of this study was to validate the use of our gestures for
creating a user-driven layout optimisation. Another goal of the
study was to see how much of the usage scenario mentioned earlier
could be achieved with the current gestures and implementation.
In particular, we wanted to know how useful the semi-automated
layout approach is for content arrangement tasks compared to the
manual adjustment approach.

7.1 Study design
7.1.1 Tasks and Instructions. In this study, we asked participants
to create an augmented reality layout using two different methods,
i.e. manual placement and user-driven constraints. The participants
were provided with 9 virtual contents in front of them: four post-it
notes, one calendar, one graph, one music player, one playlist and
one weather widget. First, we asked participants to manually place
the content in an initial position as a warm-up activity, to get them
used to the environment (see Figure 9-left).

Then they were asked to adjust the position of these widgets in
two steps, either using a manual approach or with our user-driven
constraints. The content was initially placed nearby the area where
it should be moved to, so as not to hinder the manual condition.
When using the user-driven constraints, each step involved a dif-
ferent set of constraints (see Figure 9- center and right). The first
step consisted in creating an attractive edge on the table, a seman-
tic edge on the top of the side wall, an exclusion surface over a
poster hanging on the front wall, a user-perspective surface on the
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Figure 9: Our user study started with the virtual content manually distributed in the space during the warm-up activity (left).
Then users had to arrange the content in two steps, either using a manual approach or with our user-drive constraints. With
our approach, the first step (center) involved Exclusion, Attractive Edge, Semantic Edge, Semantic Surface and User Perspective
constraints; the second step (right) involved Repulsive edge, Preference, Containment and In-View constraints.

front wall and a semantic surface on the table. Then participants
removed all constraints before moving to the next step. The second
step consisted in creating a repulsive edge on the same position as
the previous attractive edge, an in-view surface on the front wall,
a preference surface on the side wall and a container surface on
the table. We decided to decompose the study into two steps to
make each step meaningful to the participants (i.e. we explained
the reasons to readjust the content before each step) and because
the use of all the constraints at once would have required a larger
environment.

7.1.2 Techniques. We considered two conditions: our user-driven
constraints, and a baseline consisting of manual content placement.
Our comparison does not provide a complete comparison of all
possible configurations, however, provides an initial qualitative
feedback about the feasibility of our gesture-based approach versus
a naive approach. We decided to leave aside the comparison with a
fully automatic approach, for two reasons: first, such an approach
would not have the same capabilities than our system (i.e. let the
user define his layout); second, there is no system integrating all
existing layout optimisation approaches, hence developing such a
system poses important design and development challenges.

7.1.3 Setup and apparatus. Our setup replicates the initial scenario
of our paper: we conducted the experiment around a table located
in the corner of the room. This setup allows us to create surfaces
and edges on three different planes. Participants were wearing a
Hololens 2 while standing in front of the table.

7.1.4 Participants. Twelve students (6 females, 6 males) from our
local university volunteered for our study. Their average age was
25.3 (SD = 2.9). 10 participants were PhD students and 2 wereMaster
Degree students. 3 participants had prior knowledge of AR/VR
systems, and none of them had prior knowledge on constraint-
based optimisation.

7.1.5 Study Design and procedure. The study followed a within
subject design with the Technique as only factor (Manual, User-
Driven Constraints). The study was divided into two blocks, each
corresponding to one Technique. We counterbalanced the order of

the Technique among participants. Each block was divided into two
steps, where participants had to arrange the content as instructed.
Before each step there was a training phase, where we showed
participants the gestures to create each constraint and let them try
them until they felt confident. We used a tablet to show participants
the images of the final virtual content arrangement that they should
try to reach using each Technique. They had to arrange the content
until they felt it was similar to the illustration. For participants with
no prior knowledge on AR/VR systems, we familiarised them with
the default gesture recognition provided by MRTK before starting
the study. We told participants that they could take a break when
wanted. Each session lasted 1h 45 minutes on average.

7.1.6 Data Collection and Analysis. After each Technique, we asked
participants to fill a NASA-TLX to measure their perceived work-
load (mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, perfor-
mance, effort, frustration level) on a 100 point scale (lower is better
except for Performance), as well as to rank the level of agency (i.e.
to what extent the virtual content was placed where they intended
[23, 43]). To analyze the NASA-TLX and the Agency results, we
performed t-tests.

For the user-driven constraints, we asked participants to provide
a feedback after each constraint creation (i.e. gesture) by filling
several 7 point Likert scales (intuitiveness, preference, easy to learn,
easy to remember, easy to perform, socially acceptable and easy
to use). We also asked them to comment on what they liked and
disliked about each gesture. At the end of the study, we asked open
questions about what could be improved in our system and what
other features they would like to use. We also asked participants
to rank the two Techniques in order of preference. Since our in-
structions put the stress on satisfaction rather than on time, we
did not record the completion time. We did not measure any error
rate either, because all participants had to successfully complete
the tasks.

7.2 Results
We first report the results on the gestures, then on the general
approach.
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7.2.1 Gestures. Figure 10 illustrates the results of the 7-point Likert
scales evaluating the gestures for each constraint. Overall, all the
gestures had a majority of positive scores for all the evaluated
metrics. Interestingly, some of the gestures did not collect any
negative score (containment, repulsive edge and exclusion).

All the participants commented that creating the containment
surface was very intuitive and simple, confirming the choice for
this gesture which is fundamental in our gesture set. P1 commented
that "it’s the most intuitive gesture and the most used gesture in the
environment.". P2 liked it, because of the ability to “create arbitrary
surfaces, not only squares”.

The gestures to create the attractive and repulsive edges were
commented to be “straightforward” and “easy to learn” for P6, P7,
P11. To create a repulsive edge, P2 noted that “the outwardmovement
is intuitive”, and P10 liked that “the gesture is the opposite of the
attractive one”. On the contrary, P1 found it “confusing to remember
the difference between attractive and repulsive edge”. A couple of
participants mentioned that they would like to move an edge or
change its length after creation (P2, P6), which is not yet available in
our current prototype. Some participants (P2, P6, p9, P11)mentioned
that the gesture to create an InView surface requires speed and
more precision when clicking in front of the surfaces.

Regarding the exclusion gesture, while some participants com-
mented that “scribbling is fun” (P4, P9), P2 noted that “it is not clear
for how long to scribble” and P6 that “the transition between the two
gestures requires thinking at the beginning”.

The semantics gesture was appreciated in general: P1 liked to use
different modalities (voice and gestures) and P6 commented that
“the microphone gesture was easy to remember”. However, P3 and
P5 did not like the voice input because they did not want to speak
in front of others, as commented by P3: “"I don’t like talking out
loud to a computer, seems weird to an outside observer."”. While the
gesture to create a user perspective was one of the most intuitive,
some participants commented that they wished to see a preview of
the surface before releasing the pinch.

7.2.2 Manual vs User-Driven Constraints. When asked at the end
of the study which approach they preferred, all participants indi-
cated a preference for the user-driven constraints over the manual
condition. When asked to motivate their preference, participants
said that the user-driven constraints are “faster” (P3, P5, P6, P8,
P12), “easier” (P1, P9, P11, P12), “give more control” (P4), “require less
precision” (P7), allow to “create specific container for specific things
(musics, diagram, ...)” (P1) and “allow to move many things at the
same time” (P7, P8). P10 commented that although it “takes time
to get used to it, I believe once you do you can efficiently organize
everything”. So the main motivation for preferring the user-driven
constraints seems to be the efficiency rather than the quality of the
resulting layout. This can be explained by the fact that our task was
relatively simple, and users could reach the intended layout with
both approaches. This was confirmed by the results on the Agency
showing there was no significant difference on the perceived level
of control over the content placement using both the manual ap-
proach (M = 74.58, SD = 15.29) and the user-driven constraints (M
= 65.83, SD = 18.80, t = 1.25, p = .11).

The results of the Nasa-TLX (Figure 11) confirm this, as there was
a significant increase in Temporal demand for the manual approach

(M = 77.08, SD = 18.02) compared to the user-driven constraints (M
= 45.83, SD = 19.04, t= 4.13, p = .0002). There was also a significant
increase in Physical demand for the manual approach (M = 57.92,
SD = 15.44) compared to the user-driven constraints (M = 42.5, SD
= 15.22, t = 2.26, p =.01). There was no significant effect of the
Technique on the other Nasa-TLX metrics (Mental demand: t = 0.62,
p = .27; Performance: t = -0.81, p = .21; Effort: t = 1.39, p = .08; and
Frustration: t = 1.59, p = .06).

Participants also commented on the utility of some constraints.
Many participants liked the idea of having an exclusion area. P1
noted that: “The behavior of the constraint is obvious, we know exactly
what we are doing”. The alignment resulting from the attractive
edge was appreciated, as underlined by P2’s comment: “The idea
of straight lines to which objects attach is good”. P11 commented on
the user perspective constraint that, “It’s really useful to create an
area for a precise perspective I would like to have in the future”.

7.2.3 Improving our system. We also gathered participants feed-
back about what could be improved and what other features they
would like to use. Regarding the system improvement, participants
would like to have a better gesture recognition. We noticed that for
participants with limited or no experience in AR/VR, it was hard
to understand the limitations of the Hololens in terms of gesture
detection, such as a reduced FoV and hand recognition inaccuracy.
Some participants mentioned that if they performed the 2-step ges-
tures too slow, a containment surface was created instead of the
intended one. Another suggestion was to smooth the shape of the
surfaces after creating them. In terms of new features, participants
would like to be able to define the capacity of the surfaces and size
of the region of effect, whose boundaries should be made visible.
They would also like to move surfaces and edges after their creation.
P8 suggested to let the users define the direction of attraction or
repulsion, instead of using the surrounding surfaces.

7.2.4 Summary. This summative study allowed us to collect first
feedback on our gestures and on the interest of our approach. Over-
all the gestures were appreciated and found easy to perform. Our
user-driven approach was preferred to a manual arrangement, and
requires lower workload on the temporal and physical demands.
Besides this study allowed us to test the use of several constraints at
the same time. These are promising results, even though they were
collected on a controlled use case with a limited number of virtual
content. We also gathered valuable feedback that will allow us to
improve the system in the future, in particular towards providing
users with even more control over the system.

8 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
8.1 Complexity, legacy and consistency of

user-defined gestures
Our first study revealed some criteria that people tend to apply
when defining hand gestures for user driven constraints. First, par-
ticipants tried to reduce the complexity of interaction by using
simple gestures, often derived from or combined with other ges-
tures. For example, if the edge with an attractive spring was created
by dragging from left to right, the edge with repulsive spring was
created from right to left. Second, they wanted the interaction to
be consistent for creating regions and constraints. For instance, the
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Figure 10: Likert scale results for the gesture ranking
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semantic label was added with the same gesture for all types of re-
gion. Despite our push to move away from inherited UI approaches,
participants used an Action-Object approach common in desktop
and mobile GUIs in the vast majority of cases. This is coherent with
previous works that recommend gestural manipulations enabling
users to manipulate virtual objects rather than commands using
symbolic gestures [1]. Our elicitation study allowed us to avoid
the use of menus or GUI widgets, allowing users to maintain their
focus on the physical surroundings.

8.2 Validation of the user-driven optimisation
One of the goals of the summative user study is to validate if the
gestures for creating a user-driven layout optimisation are usable
and allow to fulfill our initial design objectives. The results show
that participants felt a similar level of control with our approach
than with a manual interaction, with a higher feeling of efficiency,
confirming the interest for bringing interactivity into optimization
approaches (Human in the loop objective). Overall, people were
able to use the various hand gestures to configure their layout
without any explicit gesture delimited (Holistic design objective)
or interactive device (Natural hand gestures objective). Creating

a containment surface with a direct hand ray, a fundamental ges-
ture in our design, was clearly appreciated and found intuitive, as
well as the bimanual gesture to create an edge (Direct manipula-
tion objective). Overall, participants were able to define a complex
spatial layout without the need for any GUI menu (Avoid GUIs
objective). Our study also provides a number of improvements that
we will investigate in the future, such as providing clear feedback
and instructions for the gestures, particularly for novice users. For
instance, highlighting the area where the gesture is applied before
the pinch is released. One of the future challenges will be to inte-
grate some of the mentioned improvements, such as defining the
direction of attraction, while preserving our initial design objec-
tives (i.e. limited gesture delimiters, no UIs). One solution could be
to perform touch gestures on the surrounding surfaces [31].

8.3 Virtual content beyond small 2D widgets
In this paper we demonstrate our approach using virtual 2D wid-
gets such as post-it notes, weather, music or calendar widgets. Our
rational is that these virtual widgets are numerous, hence their
placement is more tedious than if the system is only composed of a
single larger view. However the defined constraints are relatively
independent from the content and our approach could be extended
to other types of virtual UIs, such as 3D virtual objects, larger win-
dows (e.g. website, large visualisation, small multiple visualisations),
freeform widgets [42], or even to the combination with content
displayed on surrounding screens [32]. Obviously these contents
would bring new challenges that need to be addressed in future
works. For instance, the placement of 3D content should consider
the third dimension, and maybe require to define volumetric con-
strained volumes (instead of only surfaces). Very large windows
may be difficult to fit within user-defined surfaces or conflict with
others.
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8.4 Gaps between gesture design and technical
capabilities

Implementing the gestures to create a region with a particular
constraint was not an easy task. Some participants wanted to use
gestures not recognised by the system. For example scribbling using
the palm, or removing by swiping with the whole hand. Some of
them used the gestures very close to the headset, and the hands
were not tracked in such proximity. Our final set of gestures only
considers gestures that can be performed with a Hololens2, but
our summative study revealed that some participants would like to
perform gestures beyond the recognition range of the device.

8.5 Future needs for robust and flexible layout
optimization

The goal of our currents system implementation is to demonstrate
the general approach of user-defined constraints from the perspec-
tive of the gestural interaction. To this end, we used a built-in solver,
the MRTK Solver. This solver has some limitations though, particu-
larly when dealing with inconsistencies across various constraints,
e.g. when a specific content can be attached to two surfaces, which
can provoke unwanted jittering of the content. Adopting a distance-
based approach, where the constraints only have a limited area of
influence, reduces this problem to very particular cases. Still, de-
veloping a more robust optimization system will probably require
to use an external solver, such as the one developed by Mellado et
al. [26], which has already been successfully used for optimizing
the placement of 2D widgets on projected interfaces [29]. Future
works may address the non-trivial challenge of extending this 2D
optimization to 3D, or predicting the impact on user performance
[4]. With this future implementation would come the question of
the system ceiling, i.e. how many virtual widgets and constraints
can be effectively used, both from a user and a systems perspective.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper we addressed the challenge of how to let users define
the constraints to optimize the content placement in augmented
reality environments. To this end, we presented a design space for
user-driven constraints, defining three dimensions: the user-driven
constraints themselves, the region of interest and the constraint
parameters. To explore this design space and the gestures that
could be used to implement it, we conducted a user elicitation
study where we asked participants to propose gestures for each
user-driven constraint. Using the results from the user elicitation
study, we designed and implemented a complete set of gestures
and the corresponding content optimisation to demonstrate our
approach. A final controlled user study validated the interest of our
user-driven approach as well as the gestures.
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